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	Course Code and Name: 
	Calendar Description: This course investigates how the constitution and the judiciary affect political processes and decision-making, and how politics shape constitutions and judicial process. Canadian or comparative examples will be examined.
	Credit Weighting: 0.5
	Pre-/Co-Requisites: 
	Restrictions: 
	Professor Name: Prof. Jordi Díez
	Professor Email: jdiez@uoguelph.ca
	Professor Office Location: MCKN 539
	General Course Details: This seminar introduces students to the main debates in two overlapping fields: Comparative Constitutionalism (devoted mainly to the construction of law doctrine and the investigation of how constitutional principles vary across countries) and Comparative Judicial Politics (devoted mainly to the study of the origins and cross-national evolution of judicially enforced constitutionalism). It is divided into four parts. In Part I we will review some of the mechanics and foundational debates in both fields and discuss rarely defined ideas such as “the rule of law.” Part II looks at some of the main aspects of the ‘judicialization’ of politics. In Part III we will cover the main debates in comparative constitutionalism and see how they play out in concrete cases in Asia and Latin America. In the last part we will engage one of the puzzles that has fascinated political scientists and legal academics for decades: how judges make decisions.
	Learning Objectives: The course will contribute to the Department's five learning outcomes: critical and creative thinking, literacy, communicating, global understanding, and professional and ethical behaviour.
	Course Format: This course is structured in seminar format and will be delivered in person.
	Method of Assessment: Participation: 20%Presentations (2): 40%Research Paper: 40%
	Required Reading: All the required readings are available on Course Reserves.In addition, students are highly encouraged to read the following three chapters, to brush up on methods:Chapter 1 of Explorations (by L. Berdhal and K. Arecher) and Chapters 4 & 9 of Political Research (by S. Halperin and O. Heath). The three chapters are on Course Reserves as well.


